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INTRODUCTION

Homelessness individuals face higher rates of drug use and encounter many barriers to accessing healthcare and treatment.

Harm reduction therapies are an evidence-based approach to reducing the harms of substance use rather than preventing use.

Despite higher rates of physical and mental ill health, homeless adults use primary care and preventative services like screenings and checkups less often than the general population.

(Hedegaard H., Minino A., Spencer M., & Warner M., (2021)

PROBLEMS

- 107,622 deaths in 2021 were related to substance abuse among adults in and is continuously rising. (Parkes T., Matheson C., 2022)
- For the homeless population experiencing concerns with addiction, services can be challenging and not cost effective.
- Priorities/Barriers that the homeless population face
  - Food, shelter, increased risk of serious health problems, delayed or no treatment
- Harm reduction therapy
  - Increasing naloxone availability, promoting clean needle exchange, expanding medication-assisted treatment, increasing treatment to reduce amount of drug related deaths (Vearrier L., 2019)

METHODS

• We conducted a search for research articles using Google Scholar, CINAHL, and OneSearch.
• Keyword/Phrases
  - “Harm reduction,” “benefits of harm reduction,” “shelters,” “reducing substance use,” “homeless adults,” and “substance use.”
• Search criteria required
  - All articles to have been published between 2018 and 2022.
  - Adult (females, males) ages from 21 to 65
• A total of 11 articles were selected from the results that fell within the search criteria.
• Exclusion criteria was limited to adolescents and children.

RESULTS

• Research shows that there is an overall push for harm reduction therapies to be integrated for this population.
• Harm reduction approaches within this population can lead to improvements in substance use outcomes.
• Evidence shows that harm reduction approaches have led to decreased drug-related risk behavior, fatal overdoses, mortality, morbidity, and substance use.
• An example of harm reduction is different forms of housing (Canham, S., Humphries, J, 2021)
  - Permanent supportive housing
  - PSH through HF
  - Supported housing
  - Transitional housing
  - Emergency shelter
• Barriers/challenges
  - Incomplete implementation of harm reduction strategies may contribute to harms of overdose, intoxication, and stigma.
  - More research is warranted regarding the optimal treatment length for this population.

CONCLUSION

Our research provided a variety of possible interventions to help reduce substance use in the homeless population. The homeless population has shown increased rates of substance use and harm reduction treatments prove to help decrease the rate of this substance use.

Outcomes of Harm Reduction:
- Lead to a decrease in drug related risk behaviors, such as needle sharing.
- Cost effective and promotes the individual to be productive within society.
- Providing the highest level of support through housing, on site health, & social support has led to a decrease in substance use and homelessness for the elderly population.
- Harm reduction interventions and case management approaches can lead to improvements in substance use outcomes.
- Supervised consumption facilities and peer distribution of take home naloxone have been proven to reduce drug related deaths, mortality, morbidity, and substance use.
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